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PROFESSIONAL WORK

LUCAS ELLINGHAM
2018 (X30-MINI) – 2020 (X30 JUNIOR)

Highlights
 WMKC X30 Junior Champion 2020
 WMKC Highest points scorer in 2020
 Kartmasters P3 in GP after Pole start in Pre-Final 2018
 Kartmasters – Set new lap record at Paul Fletcher

International 2018
 Kartmasters – Awarded ‘Spirit of Kartmasters Trophy’ 2018
 East Anglian Trophy Champion 2018
 LGM Final Round – TQ Pole & won all heats and final 2018

TVKC
 X30 Junior P3
 X30 Mini Champion 2018
 David Mansell Trophy highest points scorer in club 2018

HKRC
 X30 Junior Champion 2020
 Highest points scorer in club 2020
 X30 Junior P3 2019
 X30 Mini Champion 2018
 Overall Junior Champion 2018
 Highest points scorer in club with only 10 of 12 rounds

competed 2018

2012 – 2017 HONDA CADET
Highlights

 British Open Champion 2017
 British 3rd Seed 2017
 British Rookie Champion 2016
 British 5th Seed 2016

Club Racing
 TVKC Honda Cadet Champion 2017
 TVKC Honda Cadet Winter Champion 2017
 TVKC Achievement Award 201
 TVKC Honda Cadet Vice-Champion 2016
 East England Cup Champion 2016
 TKC Honda Cadet Champion 2012 & 2013

X30M – PFI X30M – HKRC X30M – SKRC

EVENTS ENTERED 25 FINALS WON 14
TOTAL RACES 86 TOTAL TOP 3 FINISHES 63
CONSECUTIVE FINAL WINS 7 PODIUMS TOTAL 20
MEETING CLEAN SWEEP 7 CHAMPIONSHIP / MAJOR EVENT WINS 3

Kart Development Driving 2017 Zip Vanquish & Synergy Honda Cadet karts
2018/19/20 MS Kart Blue Phoenix rzf29 kart

Driver Coaching Cadets and less experienced Junior drivers
Coaching at rookie driver days

Team / Awning Assisting with mechanic work in awnings
Team driver coaching

PROFILE

D.O.B  05/09/2005

I started racing when I was 6
and have worked hard to
get to where I am now.

I work harder than my
competition and ensure that
I and my equipment are in
the best condition and
ensure I use what I have
available to the best of my
ability to maximise my
potential.

To date I’ve won at the
highest levels in both Cadet
& Junior racing, taking
multiple Club and even
National titles and I am
focussing on achieving my
next goal which is to move
up to the Senior class and
win UK kart series and also
explore opportunities in
Europe and in long-circuit
(car) racing. My long-term
goal being to drive
professionally, ideally in an
open wheel series, BTCC or
Sports Cars.

I highly value those who
support me and ensure they
are given the exposure they
deserve and I always give
100% & go to win!

CONTACT
PHONE:
07495 841 276

WEBSITE:
www.LucasEllingham.com

EMAIL:
Lucas@LucasEllingham.com

RACING CV



TESTIMONIAL STATEMENTS

SUBMITTED BY:  TERENCE DOVE
POSITION: EVENFLOW DRIVER COACHING

Testimonial for Lucas Ellingham by Terence Dove EvenFlow Kart Driver Coaching

29th January 2018

I’ve been a full-time professional driver coach for 15 years and have worked with drivers who

became world karting champions and who are now firmly on the ladder to F1 with Red Bull

Racing and the Ferrari Academy. This has benefitted me with the ability to recognise

characteristics in elite drivers that differentiate them from regular competitors.

Lucas Ellingham is a driver who I consider to be one of those elite drivers who stands apart from

regular drivers. He has that extra intangible something that sets him apart. I first met Lucas

when he was right at the beginning of his karting career beating older drivers in a class he

wasn’t, strictly speaking, old enough to compete in!

I have watched him develop as a driver since, and seen him win a British Open Championship

against the odds when he was too tall and heavy, followed by his recent fantastic performances

in the Mini and Junior X30 class.

My high opinion of Lucas has recently been reinforced by how he is able to beat drivers with far

higher budgets and way more practise at top level races. Lucas has been showing up at the

highest level events effectively as a wildcard entry, and putting his kart right at the front to the

bemusement of the established drivers and teams.

He has also taken a relatively unproven chassis and helped develop it into race winning material

within a grid that is almost exclusively the domain of the utterly dominant OTK products. I’ve

never seen this in such a young driver.

In summary I believe Lucas is a uniquely talented driver able to extract more from his equipment

and budget that can be reasonably expected, and he does it consistently which I believe makes

the most exciting young driver talent currently competing.

Sincerely,

Terence Dove

Terence Dove, 34 Cransley Hill, Broughton, Northants, NN14 1NB

terence@evenflow.co.uk 07411 414763

www.evenflow.co.uk

Kart Driver Coaching



TESTIMONIAL STATEMENTS CONT.

SUBMITTED BY:  JACK DEX
POSITION: TEAM OWNER OF JDR

I had been watching Lucas Ellingham in cadets and it was clear to see the kid had speed. But what really
made him stand out was his hunger to win on circuit. He was not one of those drivers that was happy to
finish second and would pull off some stunning moves to win the race. He was a driver I was keen to have
onboard with my Team when he moved up into Mini X30 so it was a pleasure when he came onboard at the
beginning of 2018.

In his very first race with only one day testing out of cadets, his ability to adapt his driving to the bigger kart
and the feel he had for the grip was something I hadn’t seen before. They normally need a few weekends at
it before being competitive. Lucas went on to dominate the Sunday final putting it on pole and winning the
final. This is when I knew we were on for a good season.

Lucas has always had a positive attitude on his racing and his feedback on the Kart and his driving has been
something he has worked on since I have known him. He is now capable of building his Kart in the mornings
as well as making changes to set up which his enjoys. He is able to go through data and use all of this to
improve every outing. He has also worked closely with me in improving the MS Kart Chassis to suit the X30
classes without ever questioning if it is the right chassis.

His performance on track in 2018 was quite remarkable, winning nearly every race he entered. He won the 2
club championships he competed in as well as the guest LGM National event he did at the end of the year.
He has now moved up into Junior X30 and was on the podium at PF at his first go in 2019 against 50 of the
best drivers!

It would be great if Lucas was given an opportunity to showcase his talents on a bigger stage to race at the
level he deserves and should be with his talents.
Jack Dex
w: www.Jack Dex Racing.co.uk @: jack@jackdexracing.co.uk  t: +44(0)7909 755 656

SUBMITTED BY:  NIGEL EDWARDS
POSITION: CHAIRMAN OF TRENT VALLEY KART CLUB

Lucas has been racing for several years at TVKC, starting his regulated karting on the PFi circuit in Honda
Cadets. As all UK Karter’s know these events are highly competitive and with massive grids people liken each
race to being like a British Championship.

Lucas showed great skill from the outset in the Honda class and developed some great race craft over a
couple of years.
He took our Club Championship in 2017 with some fantastic drives.

In 2018 he moved into the X30 Mini class (which I think is a very sensible/logical progression from small low
powered karts to ‘big’ karts and reasonable power levels)

He took to the new surrounding with ease and over the year became the ‘man to beat’ – lifting his second
Club Championship at the end of the year – a fantastic achievement.

Lucas’s race craft and skill have developed to a high level as can be seen from his results, but, it is also his
and his parents’ approach to the sport which is a real joy!

Whatever the outcome on track Lucas takes it in his stride, he is always very calm and is able to deal
exceptionally well with the pressure for such a young man and in such a ‘hot bed’ of competition.

This for me is a ‘stand out’ reason why he is successful and enjoys the sport.



TESTIMONIAL STATEMENTS CONT.

SUBMITTED BY:  STEVE BRIGGS
POSITION: TEAM OWNER BBMSPORT

Lucas Ellingham

We had heard a lot about Lucas and were excited when we heard he would be in the team we run our junior
driver with (JDR). First race we were at confirmed the stories, the kid is good!

What impresses the most is Lucas can have a bad day during Saturday testing but come race day he seems to
have a huge fire in his belly that is only extinguished when he is in a fierce battle for the lead.  These battles
are always breath-taking and 9 times out of 10 he comes out the winner through sheer determination.

Lucas is also very keen to help his younger team mates. Helping them understand where they have gone
wrong and how to improve. A genuinely lovely lad who listens to instruction and is a pleasure to work with.
Lucas has a very bright future in Motorsport, we will be following Lucas closely and hope to help in his
transition to cars in the future.

TESTIMONIAL STATEMENTS CONT.

SUBMITTED BY:  GRANT MUNRO
POSITION: DIRECTOR ZIP KART

Lucas Ellingham Testimonial

1-02-19

To whom it may concern.

Lucas Ellingham is a young driver who I had the pleasure of working with and getting to know during the
2017 racing season when he was racing in the Global Race Team with support from Zip Kart.

As a driver he demonstrated a rare natural ability to race combined with a very high level of skill which made
him a very formidable competitor.

I was impressed with his polite quite manner but always displaying a keen interest to learn and ability to
absorb both technical and driving information, then put this into action to improve his performances.  His
awareness and feedback from the track, both race and test environment made working with Lucas as an
engineer a very easy job.

Lucas is a very talented driver who I would not hesitate to recommend for any racing position as I have total
confidence that he would all ways put his upmost into the job in hand and give an excellent account of
himself

Sincerely

Grant Munro
Director
Zip Karts


